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Multi-line Dual-line Stunt Kite,
Quad-line Stunt Kite

Fighters &
Flexible

Hata, Indian Fighter,
Korean Fighter

Figure Bird, Bat

Soft Soft Airfoil, Parafoil,
Flowform

Stacks and
Trains

Single-line train of
Kites, Dual-line stack
of kites

Others Many other styles and variations exist!
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MATERIALS

There are many lightweight materials that can be used to build kites. Most kite sails
are nylon, polyester, paper, or plastic. Most kite spars are wood, fiberglass, plastic, or
carbon. The best kite materials are lightweight and strong, but materials vary widely in
their weight and strength so students must choose carefully.

Weight of Materials

In a vacuum, all materials fall at the same rate. When air is introduced, some
materials "float" better than others because they are both lightweight and non-porous.

Demonstration: Drop various pieces of paper from shoulder level to the floor. The
pieces should be identical in size but each should be a different thickness such as
cardboard, writing paper, wrapping paper, and thin tissue paper. As an alternative,
use a feather and a marble. The intent is to show your class that wind resistance
allows lighter materials to fly better.

Strength of Materials

Demonstration: Get a sheet of spun-bonded olefin from the tough envelopes at your
post office. Cut pieces that are about two inches square. During your talk, explain how
some materials are stronger than others even though they have the same weight.
Distribute the pieces of the spun-bonded olefin and challenge students to tear it in half
while you tear an identical piece of writing paper in half. Theirs won't tear while yours
will tear easily, proving your point that materials that look similar can be much different
in strength. Explain that stronger materials add weight and may affect how it flies.

Where to purchase materials:

Item Location
Trash bags make great sails - available at supermarkets & hardware stores
Trash bags: (800)527-7189 - Ask for a kite selection (100 box - 4 colors)

Sails

Trash bags - Bland Co., 4265 Corporate Dr., Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858
Wooden dowels are available from your local hardware store or hobby store
Wooden dowels in bulk (800)242-9663, ($50 Minimum)
S & S Wood Specialty, P.O. Box 1188, Westbrook, ME 04098

Spars

Match-stick Bamboo is available from wooden blinds, available from Pier 1
Imports. Ask for damaged ones that may be cheaper.
Rolls of plastic "Surveyor's tape" or "flagging tape" make great tails. They are
not sticky and are available from most hardware stores

Tails

Crepe paper is available from any party supply store
String or line Available by the box from Gayla Industries in Houston, TX or from Richard

Dermer, 121 S. McFarland, Stillwater, OK 74074, Phone: 405-372-6127, Fax:
405-377-7763, e-mail: tbkahuna@swbell.net

Tape, glue, markers Supermarkets, hobby supply, art supply, discount, or office supply stores
Nylon fabric, polyester
fabric, carbon rods,
fiberglass rods, fittings

For more durable kites, these materials are available online or at kite shops.
To locate them, use the "Internet Resources" section below or look in any
issue of Kiting The Journal of the AKA. http://www.aka.kite.org/


